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THE CLASSROOM  

WITH 
PAPER!



Reading Space
The planet-style look of these 
book title cutouts came from 
spray paint. Adhere them— 

along with solar system and  
star cutouts—with adhesive 

 dots. Then layer holographic  
and solid-color adhesive  

letters for a 3D finish. 

star pupils
Try spray painting large sheets 

of bulletin board paper to create 
a custom look. That's how the 
large background planets on 
this board came to life. Cut 

the painted paper into quarter 
circles and adhere them to night 

sky bulletin board paper.
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Paper Roots
This farmhouse-style backdrop is thanks to striped and shiplap bulletin board papers, 

and the shelves and table are made from rustic wood bulletin board paper. Tip: Try paper 
glue when adhering paper elements—it dries clear and won’t cause wrinkling.
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Be Positive
Make an interactive self-

affirmation board by 
surrounding a mirror with 

premade cutouts and a banner 
made from heavyweight paper 
and adhesive letters. Adjective 

labels (heavyweight paper, 
lettered with chalk markers) 

round out the design.

in a flash
Help students brush up on 
 lessons with DIY flashcards 
stored in a divided container 

(find this one in Home Décor). 
Adhere bulletin board paper 

to the container, and add 
handmade cardstock labels. 
Organization tip: Color code 
both the labels and a corner  

of each flashcard.
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On Board
The tri-fold project display board is a science fair 
classic, and it’s simple to embellish. Here, sports
cutouts, varsity alphabet stickers, bulletin board 
paper, construction paper and an art tape border 

bring the project to life.

Fringe Benefits
Build teamwork with a class-wide coloring board. 

This one features boho cutouts, mint-striped 
bulletin board paper, a metal mesh basket (painted 

to match), and DIY tassels. Tip: To make tassels, 
stack and then fold sheets of paper lengthwise. Cut 
slits into the unfolded end (like making fringe), roll 

it up, and glue to secure.
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Hello, Paper 
These apples, banner flags and 
“Oh, hello” letters were made 
using heavyweight paper and 
a cutting machine. Adhere the 

pieces with adhesive dots, then 
string the banner onto twine.  
Tip: Accent embellishments 
with chalk markers—here, the 
adhesive letters and apples.

School Board 
Embellish a corkboard with 

themed bulletin board paper. 
Then screw on a chalkboard to 
turn it into a reusable learning 
space. Tip: Secure wood pieces  
to the backside of the corkboard  

to give the chalkboard screws 
more stability.
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sea school
Cut, layer and adhere waves  
of blue bulletin board paper  
to a cork panel, then frame 

them with a corrugated  
border—this roll comes  

pre-scalloped. Use themed 
elements to embellish and  
customize, things like sea  
cutouts, pearl stickers and 

layered foil letters. 

crafty  
caddy

Wrap a caddy in bulletin 
board paper, then adhere 

school supply cutouts to the 
inside with double-sided 
tape—they'll help the kids 
with organization. Then 
add some sparkle with 

rhinestone stickers.  
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Busy Bees
Adhere bee cutouts (they come in a pack of 36) and beehive bulletin 

board paper onto hexagon-shaped cork tiles. Then add adhesive letters 
and alphabet stickers to tie this buzzworthy theme together.

On the Cover: Welcome students 
back with a backpack-themed bulletin 
board! The cutouts come readymade 
in packs of 32 (enough for the whole 

class!), and they’re glued onto a yellow 
paper backdrop.
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A, Bee, C's
Give adhesive letters (these are 3 ½" tall)  

a bold 3D look by stacking and layering them.

letter box
Use double-sided tape to adhere layered  

cardstock-and-bulletin-board-paper  
nametags, along with in-theme cutouts 

(here, bees, plants and numbers) to fabric 
organization cubes. Tip: Cut rectangles  

from black bulletin board paper to create  
a dashed flight path.

box office
These basic wooden storage boxes are  

a bare-wood product. Instead of staining  
them, try the less-mess option of covering 

them with bulletin board paper. Then 
embellish with cutouts (these sunflowers  

are from the bumblebee pack) and  
handmade cardstock labels.
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DO NOT ALLOW CHILDREN TO COMPLETE PROJECTS ALONE. ADULT SUPERVISION REQUIRED.


